
Sulfa Nipata: The Narrative Ballads

THE Pabbajja and Padhana Suttas and the Vatthu-gatha of Nalaka
Sutta and Par ayana Vagga and part of the epilogue to the latter can
be classed as narrative pieces in Sn. In addition to these there are

other isolated narrative verses (Sn. :')0,251-252, etc.), which the Commentator
himself attributes to the sangilikiirii (D.C.R. VI, 4). Out of these narrative
pieces, the Vatthu-gatha of the Parayana have been fully discussed in the
general remarks on that vagga (D.C.R. VI, 4). An attempt will now be made
at a more detailed examination of the Pabbajja, Padhana and Nalaka Suttas.
A brief reference has already been madeto them (D.C.R. VI, 2), and Winternitz's
significant statement that they form the earliest beginnings of a life of Buddha
in verse, has been noted. A little more has been said about these suttas in
the general discussion on the Mahavagga, and the arrangement ot the Sutt.as
in it (U.CR. vr. 4).

I

Pabbajj a Sutta

The Pabbajja Sutt ai is essentially a narrative ballad, which on account
of the highly interesting dialogue it contains can be called a dialogue-ballad
at the same time. The whole sutta is built upon the event of Birnbisar a' 5 first
meeting with the Buddha. The first three stanzas serve as an introduction
to the narrative, which proceeds throughout in the 3rd person, and the other
17 (Sn. 408-4',q) constitute the body of the ballad. It will be noticed (later)
that these introductory verses did not form an integral part ofthe poem. The
dialogue-stanzas of the sutt a are of a highly dramatic character. The narrative-
stanzas interspersed with the dialogue, describe in successive stages the events
leading up to the point when the respective characters represented in the sutta
make their statements. It is not improbable that this poem was a regular
dramatic ballad, in which the narrator recited the narrative stanzas while others
sang the respective stanzas assigned to the various characters; for, in many
respects the narrative verses closely resemble the prose narrative element in
the regular" Akhyana-ballads" of Sn. (e.g. Kasibharadvaja Sutta) ; and the
dialogue stanzas, the dialogue element in such sutt as, The description of the
change of scene and events enables the listener to follow the dialogue Closely.

From the analogy of the " Akhyana-type" of mixed ballads it may be
argued that only the dialogue (Sn. 4IO-4II, 416, 420-424) formed the original

I. The Commentary (SnA. 381) ascribes the Sutta to Ananda.
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ballad and that the narrative stanzas were merely a versification of earlier
extant prose, which was perhaps like the narrative prose of some of the suttas
in Sn. However, this cannot be established with anv degree of certainty.
Neither can it be said whether the poetical forms in the narrative stanzas are
artificial forms based on the prose or not. Yet, in two instances (Sn. 406,
417-419) the narrative verses closely resemble the standard form of expression
in prose Canonical Piili.2 This coincidence is not a mere accident.

As regards the forms themselves in these narrative-stanzas they present
no divergence from. the normal giltha- Pali, Linguistic data suggest an earlier
date for the dialogue-stanzas. The uniformity of metre (Anustubh Sloka)
is perhaps due to the attempt on the part of the writer of the akhyiina in verse
to present a uniform ballad. The striking forms in the dialogue-stanzas are :-
Sn. 410, Manto, braha the use of which is entirely restricted to poetry (s.v.
P.T.S.), pekkhati ; Sn. 411, the sandhi, nicakulii-rn-iva, which though inorganic
is essentially old Pali ; Sn. 421, anika of direct Vedic origin, bhwfijassH, akkhiihi ;
Sn. 422, the adverbial usage of tljUrJL which is archaic (v.l, uju. cpo Mvastu.
nija- which Neumann calls a misunderstanding of the old Pilli) Sn. 423,
kiime abhipatth{l_:·.'!rJL (a) abhi construed with ace. (b) the old p. pr. in -a-m,
Sn. 424, kames/!. ... an historical construction belonging to old Pali and da{thu"
irregular archaic absolutive.

There exists no early prose record of this incident. According to later
tradition (SnA, ::;S2 ft., J,l, 66 and DhA, I, 85) the meeting between Seniya
Bimbisara and Gotama took place prior to the Enlightenment. The reference
made to him as Buddha (Sn. 40sa) and cakkliunui (Sn. 405b) need not imply
any contradiction, for even prior to the Enlightenment Buddha may be spoken
of in such terms by later writers. Yet, the reference here is to the personal
Buddha.s As a rule, the term as referring to the personal Buddha was not
very popular in the earliest portions of the Canon, where, invariably, he is
called Bhagava or Tathagat a. But its USe as, " the Enlightened" or .. the
Awakened" is early, e.g. S. I, 35, 60, A, IV, 449, SI1. 622,643,646, etc. Be-
sides this the occurrence of the phrases. iiki~~~avaralakkha?Jo (SI1. 4oSd) and

2. (a) Sn, 406 cp. M. I. 179. S.V. 350, A. II. 208. etc. sambadho gharcwaso raja.
patho, abbhokiiso pabbajja.

(b) Sn. 4T7-419 cpo D.I. 50. II. 73. A.V. 65. Vi n. I. 231. 242. etc. " . bhaddani
bhaddiini. Yli.nani yojapelva. bhaddam ytcnan» abhiruhitua, bhaddehi bhaddehi yanehi ... niy-
ytisi. :vena ... lena payasi, ycwatika yanassa bhiimi yanena gantu«, yana paccorohitua,
pattiko'va yella bhagava, tcn=u-pasankami, llpasmihamitva bhagauata saddhini sammodi, sam-
modaniyami katham. sa7ar<iym!t vitisaretva ekaniant am. nisidi ,

3. The term Buddha occurs 39 times in the gathas of Sn... As many as 25
refer to the personal Buddha. and the other 14 to Buddha in the impersonal sense.
The term Sambuddha is met with 19 times.
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lakk!ta?)asampanna1~ (Sn. 409C) may be accepted as indicative of a certain
amount of development in the concept of Buddha. The nominal forms,
pasadasmirtt (Sn. 40gb) and rajino4 (Sn, 4ISd) apparently belong to a con-
siderably Jate stratum of Pali. All this evidence does not go to prove the
lateness of the entire poem, but that probably the narrative verses may not be
.as old as the rest of the poem. This may still be maintained in spite of the
general uniformity of the poem in many respects. It is clear that the event
reported in this sutta took place prior to Buddha's Enlightenment (vide Sn.
424 C) and that it was the first time that Bimbisara met the Buddha. This is
further attested to by tIle strong tradition preserved in the Nidanakatha of
the ]rttaka.

However, there are a few discrepancies in the poem. The occurrence of
the term Buddha at Sn. 408 has already been discussed. It is to be noted
that the version of this sutta in the Mahavastu (Mvastu, II, 198 ff.) does not
refer to him as Buddha. Again, according to the Pabbajja Sutt a, Buddha
had a following even at this stage-nr7gasanghapurakhhato, Sn.421. Neither
.Mvastu. nor the condensed version in the Nidanakatha makes any mention of
a following or a " sangha". In fact Sn. 420-42 I are represented by only one
stanza in Mvastu.,

Udagro tuam asi riijfial}, asvaroho'va selaho /
dadiimi bhogartt bhwnjahi, jlitirtt ciihhyiihi trcchito / /

It may be quite possible that in this instance, lVIvastu. preserves an older
tradition while the two stanzas in Sn. indicate an expansion on a different line.
This is further borne out by the strange resemblance of Sn. 420ab to the oft-
recurring prose formula, daharo Iioti, Y1f.va sus« kiiJtkeso5 bhadrena yobbanena
sautanndgato ... lVI.I, 82, D. I, IIS, A. II, 22, Ill, 6(), etc. Some of these
apparent contradictions may be ascribed either to later accretions or to a
confusion of the tradition at some early stage. The latter possibility is more
plausible when all the other available evidence is taken into consideration.

Though both versions narrate the same event, the Pali and BSk. show
definite signs of independent development from their original source, if such
a version did exist. In the case of Pali this has been effected mainly by the
.association of the forms of expression and formulae pertaining to the standard
prose idiom. Many of the discrepancies in evidence in Sn. can be thus explained
on this basis. Two such instances have been noticed earlier (above). The

4. The only othcr occurrence of rajino in Sn. is at 299, in the Brahmanadhammi-
ka Sutta. To say nothing of that sutta, but taking Sn. 299 independently, its
comparative lateness is evident from the late word ui pall asa and the (late ?)artificial
nominal form viyl'lklira''?t occurring in it.

s. Also susukiilakeso which is explai ned by Commentaries as, ' with very black hair'.
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three introductory stanzas are replaced by a brief prose sentence in Mvastu.
which states that the Bodhisattva leaves Ara<;la lZa~ama and repairs to Raja-
grha. There is nothing corresponding to Sn. 413 in Mvastu, The number of
instances in which the piidas of this stanza are seen to occur in other Pali
metrical works (Hare, p. 195) perhaps indicates a possible explanation for the
presence of this stanza here. The stanza Sn. 416 is expanded into two verses
in Mvastu. and Sn. 417 into three. The stanza corresponding to Sn. 418 in
Mvastu. is totally different from the Pali which bears kinship with the prose
formulae. Again, Sn. 424ab (cp. Th1. 458, Th2. 226, etc.) has no parallel in
BSk. Though the dialogue between Bimbisara and Buddha (Sn. 420-424)
is found in a more condensed form in Mvastu .. it does not end where it stops in
Sn., but continues with two more stanzas in which Bimbisara solicits Buddha's
promise to visit him after the Enlightenment.

The story in the Nidanakatha (J. 1, 66) is not very helpful in the analysis
of this sutta, as it is even posterior to SnA. which it mentions.»

Other internal evidence consists of an examination of the places mentioned
in the sutta. Rajagaha was connected with Buddha's early career, and was
one of the earliest centres of Buddhism. The peak Pandava was situated in
the line of hills which formed a natural fortification to the city. giving it the
name Giribbaja (see also D.P.P.N.). The Sakiyas are spoken of as a family
of the Aditya clan inhabiting the Himalayan sector of Kosala. Legend has not
yet grown round them making them an all powerful clan. They are merely a
kula in Kosala, This t.oo supports the general antiquity of the poem. How-
ever, the evidence at hand shows that the dialogue-stanzas preserve an older
stratum than the narrative verses which betray signs of further development.
It is quite probable that the three introductory stanzas which cannot be traced
in Mvastu. were still later than the narrative verses. On account of the general
consistency of the poem in language. metre, style and syntax it is not possible
to say by what length of time these stanzas were separated; yet it must be
agreed with Winternitz that this sutta is a precious remnant of the ancient
ballad-poetry from which the epic of the life of Buddha developed.

6. A comparison of the two is interesting merely from the point of view of tradi-
tion. In the Nidanakatha the diiias see the Buddha and inform the King. and it is they
who speculate whether he is a deua, human being etc. .. It is described how the Buddha.
loathed the meal he obtained by begging alms, and he finally ate it after self-admonition.
Bimbifara visits the Buddha and is impressed by his bearing-iriyapatlzasmi'/?t pasiditua=«
and offers him aJl comforts which the Buddha refuses. Hc finally solicits a promise from
the Buddha to visit Magadha after the Enl ightenrnent. Buddha then goes to Ajara
Kajam;t, and Uddaka Ra mapu tta, and finally practises austerities - rnahCtpadhi'ma'Yf/-.
padahitukamo lIIahapaJMma1Jt padhiinesi, Subsequent events are next recorded in the
Nida.nakatha.
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II

Padhana Sutta

The Padhana Sutta appears to be foreshadowed in the last stanza of the
Pabbajja Sutta-padhal1a)'a gamissiuu«, (Sn. 424 C). The two sutt as are closely
connected with each other, but in spite of Sn. 424c it is doubtful whether they
aim at a connected narrative, though they ost cnsibly appear as such. In view
of the changes that the Pabbajja Sutt a has undergone at editorial hands it
may be surmised, though it cannot he established with certainty, that it served
as an introductory sutta to I'adhana in Sn. and that Sn ...P4c was a mere coin-
cidence. Mvastu. hardly throws any light on this. on account of the fact that
the sutra there, while preserving some of the primitive characteristics, also
shows an expansion on a line dillcrcnt from that of Sn., and besides, some of
the sections that are placer! between the two suttas contain much irrelevant
matter (such as jiitakas). However, it is significant that the next sutta in
Mvastu. deals with incidents following Buddha's departure to L'ruvilva lcaving
Udraka Rrm1aplltra. The pada, padhand),a gamissami is common to both
PJli and BSk. (prahr/J}.(lya gill!li~-"a mi-·:\I vastu. II, I99 I~),and must necessarily
be old, but it seems to have been part iallv responsible for the prefacing as it
were, of the Padhana Sutt a with the Pabbajjrl-hesides taking into account
the logical sequence of these two surviving ballads.

These two suttas represent but two of the major episodes in the eventful
period of Buddha's early career, the one, at best being a record of Bimbisara's
first meeting with the Buddha, and hence be more appropriately termed" Bim-
bis~lraprat~'lldgama" (vide L.C. K VI, 4\. while the other an allegorical repre-
sentation in ballad-form. Buddha's conquest of evil. On the strength of the
evidence from these two sutt as alone, the relevant intervening incidents recorded
in Mvastu., SnA., DhA., and Nidanakatha (J 1, 6(1), however late some of these
accounts may be, cannot be all brushed aside as subsequent accretions in the
course of development of the story of the Buddha. Although it is quite obvious
that the later accounts are highly embellished versions of the life of the
Buddha, the fact that only these two important events of the renunciation and
the quest of peace by asceticism are preserved in the form of ballads, neither
precludes the possibility of the early existence of more ballads of this nature,
nor establishes that these sutt as contain a complete record of Buddha's early
sojourn as an ascetic. Yet," the wholesome austerity " as pointed out by
Chalmers (p. xix ) evinced in these sutt as gives them precedence over all other
extant accounts.

The Padhana Sutt a, like its companion poem Pabbajja Sutt a is a narrative
incorporating dialogue ..stanzas. The occurrence of the rst person in the
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opening stanza (Sn. 42Sa_mar.n) cannot be reconciled with the 3rd person
in the narrative at Sn. 429cd,

inui giitha bhanam. MiifO atthii. Buddhassa sanlike .

It has been correctly pointed out by Katre that mam is an error for n am, which
has its antecedent at Sn, 408a.7 The fact that this line has no exact parallel
in Mvastu, makes the verification of Katre's suggestion rather difficult; and
furthermore, the uniformity of the PJ.\i Mss, which read man: throughout
shows that the" error" has set in at a very early stage. This confusion is also
noticeable in Mvastu. though the exact parallels are not found there. (The
account at Lal. 299 H. is of no value as it offers no parallel to Sn. or any other
Pali version). The opening stanza in Mvastu. reads, praha:~a'y!l prahita1!L mayii
(II, 2384), but the narrative reverts to the 3rd person in the sixth stanza,

imiirJl viicii1?1bhane Miiro , Bodhisaituasya santike.

This coincidence, besides establishing for certain the common origin of the two
versions throws some light on the narrative element in this sutt a. A glance
at the sutta shows that it contains comparatively few narrative stanzas, (viz.
Sn.425, 42Gab, 429cd, 430ab and 449) as contrasted with Pabbajja Sutta. The
dialogue-stanzas at Sn. 426cd_42clab can be taken as forming three complete
st anz as : thus:

I. Kiso tuan: asi dubbaryr,w, santike mararz,am iaua,
sahassabhiigo 'mararz,assa, ekamso lava fivita1?1.

2. ]iva bho, jivita1!L seyyo, j'h'a1?1 plliiiiiini kiihasi,
carato ca te brahsnacariyam aggil11ttta1~ ca juhato.

3. Pahu!ar,n ciyaie punnarn, ki1?1padhaneJla kiihas«.
Duggo maggo padhrwaya dukkaro durabhisambhaio,

Similarly Sn. 430cd and 431 can conveniently for rn a stanza of six piidas like
Sn.434. (It is not possible to arrange Sn. 430cd_434ef into five stanzas without
breaking up complete sentences and disturbing the harmony of the poem).
It is quite probable that at some stage the sutta consisted of only the dialogue,
the narrative stanzas being a versification of older prose. The presence of
narrative verses in Mvastu. makes it quite clear that this has taken place at
-a very early stage. The confusion in the narrative may be ascribed to that
same period.

The opening dialogue-stanzas quoted above are the words of Mara, and
Buddha's reply commences at Sn. 430cC and ends at Sn. 440. The next five

7· Neumann (Reden, p. 469) equates tam maIp to tarn' mam. (=tam imam-an a-
phoric, like so 'haI11) which is a brilliant suggestion which explains the whole discrepancy,
though the exact idiom is not to be met with elsewhere.
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stanzas are in the form of a soliloquy, and the end of Sn. 443 marks the com-
plete defeat of Mrira. while Sn. 444-445 constitute the" victorious resolution of
the hero" (Katre). The next three stanzas representing Mara's acknowledg-
ment of defeat appear to be a subsequent addition. They are not found in
Mvastu. ; but it is stated at S. I, 122 that Mara was on Buddha's trail for seven
years waiting for an opportunity to seize him, but with no stlccess-·otiirii-
pekkho, otiiran» alabhamiino . Later, in the same section (S. I, 124), he ac-
knowledges defeat and utters the identical stanzas at Sn. 447-448. It is quite
probable that Sn. 446 is a versification of a passage corresponding to that at
S. I, 122 while the next two stanzas were perhaps taken from the same source
as S. The final stanza of the poem (Sn. 449) roughly corresponds to that in
Mvastu. and forms the narrator's conclusion.

There is no doubt that the sutta is old, but the whole of it cannot be
assigned the same antiquity. Some austerities practised by the Buddha are
mentioned at M. I, 242 ft. Here Buddha relates how he gradually gave up
self-mortification and fasting. He took food in gradual quantities till he became
strong again. The paiicavaggiyas left him saving, " biihnliko sama~1OCo/am-a,
padhanavibbha·nto iiuatto bahullaya" . (The ascetic Gotama has swerved
from 'his austerities and has reverted to a life of luxury.-·(M. I, 247, cpo
M. I, 17-24, II4-II8, 167, etc.). Then he evolved the four jhiinas and realised
the three v1jjas. There is no mention of Mara in the Majjhima account.
S. I. 103 speaks of Mara as having visited him when he was seated at the foot
of the Ajapala banyan tree after attaining Enlightenment. Lal. devotes
a whole section (:\1aradhan;m:laparivartab-Lal. 299-343) to Buddha's con-
quest of Mara. (S. J, 124 will be discussed later). Besides these there are
numerous late accounts which deal with this topic in great detail, e.g. J. I,
71 ft. BvA. 239, SnA. 391, DhA. II, 195, etc. Actual battles are spoken of
between the legions of Mara and the Buddha, and many of the late accounts
make paramitas combat Mara,

The only version which bears a close resemblance to the Padhana Sutta
is the section at Mvastu, II, 237 ft. Their common origin has already been
hinted at. Among the numerous incidents reported in Mvastu, between
the two sutras corresponding to Pabbajja and Padhana, there occurs a descrip-
tion of severe austerities practised by the Buddha (II, 231 ft.). It is stated
that he lived on one kola (Pali, lw1aya?) a tila and a ta'(1q,ulaeach a day for
three successive periods of IS months each, and no food at all for a further
period of 18 months making up a total of six years which agrees with all other
accounts (cp. Nidanakatha). An old parallel to this is found at M. I, 245 ;
thokarJLihokan» ahararJLiihiiresim, pasatarJL pasatao: yadi va 1n'UggayusarJL,yadi
vii kulatthayusarJL -pe-.
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The prose introduction to the e , Prahana Siitra " occurs at Mvastu. II, 237,
in which it is stated that the Evil One visited the Bodhisattva while he was
practising austerities (d1J~kara[(7rikar(! carantar(b) at Uruvilva on the banks of
the Nairafijana. Comparing this narrative with M. 1,245 the striking simi-
larity in the essentials, leaving aside, the extraneous matter in the former,
is the common basis of their origin that they point to. The main purpose of
the narrative in Mvastu. being the linking up of various jatakas it is very
unlikely that much attention was paid to the narration of the present story.
This being the case exaggeration and poetic embellishment find no place in
this part of Mvastu,

It is significant that it contains no passages corresponding to Sn. 427ab,
438cd, 440, 441Cd, 442, 443ab, 444c, 445ab, and 446-448. Of these Sn. 427ab

is a descriptive line emphasising the odds against Gotama, while 438cd is
a phrase found in a slightly different form in prose, aiiiinani ukkarflseti pare
uambheii, M. 1,402, A. II, 27, etc. and is probably an importation to the sutta.
This is further strengthened by the phrase liibho siloko sakktiro (Sn. 438a)
which closely resembles the familiar phrase liibhasakkarasilokr7.nisar(bsa, whereas
Mvastu. reads loblia for liibha (probably a scribe's error)

The absence of the stanza Sn. 440 in Mvastu., its rhetorical effect lending
a realistic touch, and the occurrence of line cd. at ThI, 194, J. VI, 495 make
it appear rather suspicious in the eyes of the reader. Scholars have discussed
at great length the phrase, esa mlliijar(b parihare. (Look you, 1 bear the mufija
grass--Neumann, esa = " Du da ", Hare, " See, I bear muiija grass "). Otto
Schrader (f.R.A.S. I930, pp. I07-I09) refers to Pischel's misinterpretation of
the phrase as " lch verschrnahe das Schilfrohr " (I refuse to take the reed) ;
so does Oldenberg reject it (Z.D.M.G. I908, p. 594). He quotes five passages
from Gobhila Grhya Siitra, Katyayana Srauta Siitr a and Satapatha Brahrnana
to show the connection of pariharati with Inlfiija-mckhala or mIIiijayoktra-i.e.
wearing a girdle. Dr. Schrader disagrees with Oldcnbergs view that Sn. 440-
442 is a soliloquy interrupting the direct speech of the Bodhisattva to Mara
and says that these verses are calculated to frighten Mara though Sn, 442
may not seem to be directly addressed to him. Basing his argument on
Sn. 43Id he says Miirani here is a poetical substitute for Miira tvar(b and inter-
prets the phrase as " I take this vow (to conquer or to die, caring nothing for
life") ; cp. SnA. 39. K. Chattopadhyaya (J.R.A.s. I930, pp. 897-898) agrees
with Schrader but prefers to translate it as " Igird up my loins" (which meant
that he would use his utmost vigour in his spiritual fight). He equates the
passage to Eeo 'ham parikaram badhniimi (Venisamhara IV).

The section Sn. 439-444 is represented by only four lines at Mvastu. II,
240, and bears definite signs of enlargement. Judging from the fact that it
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was not customary for Mvastu, to summarise and condense, and that it often
contains expansions of passages found in brief in Pali it cannot be said that
Mvastu. here contains a summary. The absence of a stanza corresponding to
Sn. 442 in BSk. and the fact that it consistently refers to a real army and not
an allegorical representation as in Sn. 43()-438, are probable indications of the
lateness of this stanza. Sn. 44Sab appears as a familiar expression adapted
from the prose. The section Sn. 446-441) has already been dealt with (above).
Thus, many of the lines in Sn. which have nothing corresponding to them
in BSk. appear to be poetical flashes for embellishment which perhaps did not
belong to the earliest form of this sutta on which were based the two versions
in pelli and 135k.

The Mvastu, too shows an expansion, which however, as in the case of the
Pabbajja Sutta has proceeded in a different direction from that in Sn. Besides
numerous other padas and parts of stanzas which have no counterpart in Sn.
the stanza immediately preceding the concluding verse does not occur in Sn.,
but can be traced in Dh. 26ab and TIll. 883. An instance of a divergence in
simile is seen in iimapatra'/ft va amlnnui which is meant to correspond to {unar[L
patta',!t t'a amhan« (Sn. 443d). Again, Sn. 446-448 need further investigation.
If Sn. has borrowed the last two stanzas of this section from S. it follows that
this part of the Padhana Sutt a is later than the Mara Samyutta. Taking into
account the propensities of Buddhist writers to incorporate gath(is wherever
possible, it would seem natural that S. should also contain Sn. 446 in verse.
From this it may be deduced that Sn, 446 was not known in gatlziHorm by
the time of the compilation of the Mara Samyutt a. Hence any inference that
Sn. has directly borrowed them from S. would be erroneous.

On the other hand, from the aspect of the development of the M;i,ra-legend
S.1,124 appears later than Sn. Here three of Mara's semis in Sn. tary,Mi, arati
(cp. arati BSk.) and kama (viz. fourth, second and first) are personified, as his
three daughters Tanha, Arab and Ragfl who attempt to allure the Buddha.
Thus, on the whole the Mara Samyutta appears to be later than Sn.

Judging from the fact that Sn. 446-448 are not known to Mvastu. it may be
inferred that at some stage the concluding stanza Sn. 449 occurred immediately
after Sn. 445 and that with the introduction of the new stanzas the concluding
narrative verse was shifted to occupy its present position. The pada b, viry,a
kacclui abhassatha (the lute fell from his arm-pit) suggests a confusion of legend,
the origin of which seems obscure. The Commentary (SnA. 393-394) states
that it was this vi1Jli (called Beluvapandu] that Sakka presented with to Pafi-
casikha. Yet, this does not solve the question of how Mara came by a vi'lJa.
The parallel pada in Mvastu. which reads, vi1Ulsar[Lgacchi ucchriii (his pride was
all shattered) probably expresses the original idea that may have existed,
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prior to the importation of the Vi~ii from the developed legend which speaks
of his daughters as playing instrumental music as a part of their wiles. This
phrase perhaps dating not earlier than the time of the incorporation of Sn. 446-
448, a confusion as it may seem, is at best a master touch of poetic fancy bring-
ing the sutta to a dramatic climax.

An examination of the internal evidence from language and syntax, metre
and ideology confirms what has been already noticed. The idiom throughout
is old giitltii-Pali, and from the point of syntax the following expressions depict
a very old idiom :-l\'adiTfI' Neraiijarani pati-Sn. 4zSb, ... seyyo ... yan cc ...
-Sn, 44ocd, 111(( mam t1/([na aciioay! -Sn. 44Zd ; etc. The sutta is full of archaic
nominal and verbal forms e.g. Namuci (for Mara) -Sn, 4z()a, 439a, which is
old Vedic (Neumann, p. 4(9), amhanii -Sn. 443d, kiihasi -Sn. 4Z7d, 4z8d
( <kiir~)'a- Geiger, 54-4, 153.1), socare -Sn. 44Sd, nadhigacchissa~ -Sn. 446c
(i~- Aor.), atthii -Sn. 429d, anupariyaga -Sn. 447b (v'Aor.), p.pr. bha~ar(l,
-Sn, 4z9c, and uinayam -Sn. 444d, etc.

The metre throughout is old Anustubh Sloka. The few metrical irregula-
rities are :-anac1'1lsis at Sn. 4z8a, 43Ia, even quarters at Sn. 43Sa, 44oa, 443a,
4z8a, 439c and 444c.

No developments in doctrine are noticeable. The thought and ideas
embodied in the sutta are distinctively old. Confidence (saddll(l) and »iriya
and pannii -Sn. 43z have no special technical significance which is to be seen
even in very early works. Other qualities mentioned are, cittappasada, sati
and samiidhi -Sn. 434, The severe austerities referred to at Sn. 433-4:'14 are
characteristic uf the times. Another important concept is yoga.kkhema (already
discussed) which has been seen to pertain to the earliest phase of Buddhism.
Mara is called yakkha at Sn. 449,

All this evidence shows that the sutta is old as a whole; but as observed
earlier, Sn. 44(1-448 should be considered as being later than the rest of the
poem. It is also probable, from the analogy of the Pabbajja Sutt a, that the
narrative element in verse need not have formed an integral part of the poem
and that the nucleus of the sutta was the dialogue.

III
Niilaka Sutta

The Nalaka Sutta consists of two parts, the introductory vattJm-giithii
(Sn. 679-698) and the dialogue-discourse (Sn. 699-723) dealing with moneyya-s-
the state of a muni, As the vallh1t-giitlzii present a multiplicity of problems
they call for separate attention, Generally, introductions to old Pali ballads
are considerably later than the poems themselves (vide U.c.R. VI, z and vide
E. J. Thomas, Life of Buddha, p. 38), It will be seen that this is clearly borne
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out by the ixitthu-giitli« in spite of the fact that they are in verse (also cpo
vatthu-gcltlzii of Parayana). Unlike the introductions to many other suttas
which narrate the incidents leading up to their preaching, these gathiis have
little hearing on the sutta proper. There is a difference in point of time in the
sequence of events in the two parts of the sutta. As regards characters in the
v. g, a close parallel is offered by the Par~tyana Vagga, for Niilaka plays the
same role as Pingiva in Pflr. (1'lItthlt-grillz{1, PI/(clni and epilogue) while Asita's
position here is very similar to that of Bflv'lri.

Despite the slender connection between the two parts, the internal and
external evidence establishes beyond doubt that a fusion of two independent
ballads has taken place, as in the case of Sela Sutt a (Sn. pp. ruz ff.8) and that
the two components were separated in point of t.imc."

The language, style and metre of the 7'(ltlhll-gc7tha cliffer considerably from
those of the sutt a proper. At the same time there is a marked tendency
towards the growth of a developed Buddha-legend, which is totally absent in
the discourse. This is evident from the reference to the thirty-two marks
(vide E.]. Thomas, ibid.land the occurrence of the term Bodhisatt a at Sn. ()83.1o
The general tone of this part of the sutt a with its description of the devas rejoic-
ing at the birth of the Buddha and Asita's prophecy is that of a later piece.

Lallgllage and slylc.-There arc many late and Sanskr it ic forms lying side
by side with equally numerous very old forms: e.g. citti mharitr«, aiirira kalya-
rupo (SI1. (j8o), loniaha msano, mars; (Sn. ()81), inascussalokc, liitasllhhatc7ya

(Sn. fJ83), the epithets in Sn. {JtLL {(('il~s(/ri (an analogical form -Sn. (85),
sikhi-fire-, the simile in the lines be (SII. (87), pa(iggahc: (an artificial form
-Sn. ()8g), .','a1cyaPlingal'll1!l (Sn. ()go), gantanc.m. (= lIlara~w~), akalyarupo
(Sri. ()9I), the sandliis, isi-1I/-1I1'()(({, ciipi-in-nssa, the phrase adhinianasii bha-
vatlza (Sn. (92), k(ilakiriy((, asamadh ura (Sn. (]g-l-), and lntanianasena (Sn. (]97).
While the late forms suggest a late date for the l'atllllt-grltll(t the olel and archaic
forms handed down from an older period as the standard vehicle of poetic
expression require 110 comment. The sutta itself (Nalaka-discourse) is
marked by a total absence of late forms.

The styli? of the discourse is quite different from that of the ratth u-gtiihii.
The miraculous and the semi-supernatural element is a dominant feature in

8. Vide Katrl'. He states that the intervening pHN' between Sn. 567 and 568
is "solely due to the fusion" of two different ballads. .xlso ride Vlr. L. 1'. :"\. Perera's
article in this issue of the u.eR.

9. Vide E. J. Thomas, ibid. 1'. 39" Th- question of the su t ta is 'Illite different
from the question of the origin of the legend (Asita's) and its becoming attached to
this sutta.

10. Though" the bodhisattva doctrine probably originated in the second century
B.C." (Har Dayal=-Thc Bodhisattva Doctrine in BuLdhist Sanskrit Literature, p. 43)
the term is older; but it docs not reflect the oldest stratum of thought in Piili Buddhism.
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the latter. The narrative in addition to its highly ornate character is ex-
travagantly descriptive, and abounds in simile and metaphor, e.g. Sn. 686-687,
etc. There are also instances of the same statement being repeated in similar
words, e.g. Sn. 687, 689, which have the appearance of commentarial gloss.
The sutta proper is written in a much simpler style.

Me/re.-The sutta proper (Sn. 699-723) is in uniform Sloka metre like
Pabbajja and Padhana Sutt as while the vattlni-giitlt« are in a jumble of metres
i.e. Sn. ()81-6'8z, ()S4, 688-69° (except 68ab) are in Tristubh withjagafi pad-as,
and Sn. 679-680, 683, 685-687, ()gI-()g8 are in a metre of their own with the
Tristubh rhythm continued. Though it is generally held that historically,
the Sloka metre is later than the Tr istubh it need not necessarily imply that
these Slokas are later than the Tristubh verses in the mlthu-!!,athrl.. The
divergence in metre is perhaps additional proof of the difference in the periods
of composition of the two parts.

External Evidence:
The story of Buddha's nativity in the mtthlt-gatha agrees in general with

the versions in Lalit avistara, Mahavastu, the Tibetan Dulva and the Nid ana-
katha (J;ltaka), but differs considerably in details. Dr. E. J. Thomas (Life
oj Buddha, pp. 30 fl.) has made a comparative study of this and no attempt is
made here to go into any details. The verse-recension which follows the
prose at Lal. 101 ff. has no connection whatsoever with the N~daka-discourse
in Sn., but is merely a different version of the prose legend with enlargements
and details which differ to some extent. Unlike the prose these verses bear
no close resemblance to the mtlhlf-gctlh(l. The points of interest in this account
are :--I. Asita's nephew is Naradatt a and not Nalaka as in Sn. 2. There
are more miracles, but the Bodhisattva does not plant his feet on Asita's fore-
head as at ]. I, 55. 3. Asita sees with divine eye---d-iubacnhkhu- the birth
of the Buddha and informs his nephew of it declaring the only two courses of
action open to such a being. 4. He takes his nephew with him to Kapilavastu
and interviews Suddhoduna and not the Sakyas as in Sn. 5. The thirty-
two major characteristics are dealt with in great detail. b. After his pro-
nouncement that the new born babe would become Buddha he returns to the
(18ralll.a and advises Nar adatt a to follow the Buddha when the time comes.

The version in Mvastu. which agrees with the vatflw-galhii, is found quite
apart from the Nalaka-discourse, rio. Mvastu, II, 3<) ft. and III, 382 [1'. (in
both prose and verse respectively). Here Asit a, the r§i [rom Ujjayini goes to
Kapilavastu with his pupils including Nalaka, who later in the account is also
called Narada, In details, the account is similar to that in Lal. Although
the naimiitikas, " soothsayers" declare that the young prince would become
a cakrauartin, Asita is certain of his becoming Buddha. There are a few other
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miracles such as the birth of 500 each of girls, boys, male and female slaves, etc.
simultaneous with that of the Bodhisattva. The verses that lollow (pp. 33-43)
deal more elaborately with the same incident. Asita advises Narada to practise
the hrahmacarvti nnder the Buddha. The version at Mvastu, III, 382 ft. will
he discussed later. It is also noteworthy that the Buddha's interlocutor here
is called :\""~UakaKatyayana (p. 386) who on the advice of his father, the
p1tro/tita to king Tonchara seeks ordination (by the formula, ehi bhikI}H).

According to the Tibetan account at Dii'r«, III. f. 461 ft. (Rockhill, Life
of the Buddha, pp. 17 11.) it is the statue of the yak s« Srlkyavardhana that
bows down at the child's feet and not the hermit as in]. The Tl}i Aklesa
(= Asita-Rockhill) the dweller on the Sarvadh.ua mountain, with his nephew
Nalada goes to see the infant Bodhisattva, He predicts the child's future
and advises his nephew to enter the S:lkyan order when the time comes. The
Dulva further states that Nalada became known as Katyayana among the
soo brahmins whom he joined at Benares, and that after his conversion by the
Buddha he was called " the great member of Katya's family". Thus, an
attempt is made here to identify him with Mahakaty.iyana (cp, Mvastu, III,
386, 1\~ilaka Katyrivana).

The Nidtinak.Ithli (j. 1, 5-f ft.) which decidedly shows signs of being
much later than the RSk. accounts contains a great many details and abounds
in miracles. The story, agrees fundamentally with the other versions. The
name of the aged visitor is Kala-devala, . Devala the Black' (Asit a = Ki!a).
He is a lt7pasa, • a hermit' from Avant i Dakkhinupatha (L'jjeni, cpo Mvastu.)
and not an r~i. As in the Dulva the exact time of Buddha's enlightenment is
stated; (,'i?:. after thirty-five years).

Among other references to Asita in the l'iili Canon is the mention of Asita-
devala at M. 11, 155 whom Malalaseker a (s.v., D.P.P.~.) attempts to identify
with ICijadevala an ascetic of Arafijarrl whose younger brother was
Narada. In the samodhana of the Indriya Jataka (J Ill, 4(9) Kaladevala
is identified with Kaccana which pet haps indicates a distant echo of Nalaka
Katyayana in Mvastu. or Mahakatyayana of the Dulva (vide Rockhill, ibid.,
pp. IS, 45). There is also mention made: of Narada of Arafijagiri in Majjhimap-
padesa, the younger brother of Kaladevala at J. III, 4()3 ft. and V, 133 ft.

The relatively early existence of the account is evident from the diverse
accounts which present a uniformity in essentials. The more elaborate ver-
sions in BSk. with all their embellishments are decidedly later th an the raithu-
ga!/ui. It is needless to say that the Nidanak atha and the Dulva are much
younger than the BSk. However, the general consistency suggests a common
origin to all these accounts. Though it is said that there is no evidence to show
that the legend itself was pre-Christian (Thomas, ibid.) this alone is no proof
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of its being so late as that. It may have had an independent existence long
before it came to be fixed in some definite form in the vatth1!-{!.lithii. There
is no reason to exclude the vatthlt-giithii from the Satta Nipata that was known
to the author of Milp. (vide Milp. 411.414, etc.). Thus it is quite probable
that this legend existed in pre-Christian times. At the same time it cannot
be disputed that it was later than the sutta proper.

I nternal evidence has shown that it belongs to a younger stratum than
the Nalaka-discourse. The fact that it has little bearing on the latter is further
proof of its being an accretion at editorial hands, as was noted in the case of
the vattlm-f!,iitlta of the Parayana Vagga. The independent accounts in Lal.
Mvastu, Nidanakatha and Dulva, though they may be much later than Sn.,
further testify to the fact that the two parts of the sutta known as Nalak a
Sutta in Sn. are in reality two independent poems differing in age, brought
together at a subsequent date which, most probably, coincided with that of the
final collation of Sn.

The identity of Nalaka is made rather obscure by his being referred to as
Nalaka Katyayana at Mvastu. III, :186 ft. Nalada Katyayana's conversion
at Dulva XI, f. ITS Il. (Rockhill, op. cit. 45""46) found quite independently of
the story of the nativity shares something in common with the introduction
to the Mauneya Siitra of Mvastu., for, the episode of the Naga Elapatra occurs
in both of them. Yet, the individual in question is no other than ~'alaka of
the Pali sutta. Narada of J. III, 46:1 and V, 133 ft. is quite distinct from
NaJaka. Similarly it is doubtful whether Asitadevala of M. II, 155 who had
a younger brother Narada was Asita of the vatthlf-giUhii. Perhaps the identi-
fication of Kaladevala at ]. III, 469 with Kaccana and the mention of Asita,
devala may have been responsible for the name Kaladevala (of Ujjeni) in the
Nidanakatha instead of Asita as in other versions.u However, it is almost
self-evident that with the passage of time and the spread of the story various
confusions have set in as a result of the influence of foreign legends.

Various attempts have been made by scholars to establish a connection
between the nativity-legends in Buddhism and Christianity. In the circum-
stances of the birth of Christ Bunsen.rs Scydelw and Lilliei- see an echo of
the story of Buddha's birth. C. F. Aiken15 an American theologian, sees
in all these works" spurious evidence used to impugn the originality of the
Gospels". Dr. E.]. Thomas (op. cit.) notes that Seydel, Edmunds and Pischel

11. Sn. 689 refers to Asita as Kan hasi ri and SnA. 487 as Ka.nhadevala.
12. E. Von Bunsen, The Angel=M essiah. of Buddhists, Esse/us and Christians, p. 34.
13. R. Seydel, Das Euangeiium van [esu in seinen Verhiiltnissen. Zit Buddha, p. 136.
14. A. Lillie, Infiuence of Buddhism all Primitive Christianity, p. 26.
15. The Dhamma of Gotama Buddha and the Gospel of .I eSl~S Christ, p. xiv.
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see in the story in Sn. the original story of Simeon (Luke, ii, 22-32) and that
according to the latter!" (Pischel) the differences between the two stories are
less than their correspondence. Windisch, in Festschrift Kuhn has traced
Asitadevala back to Brahmanical literature. He regards it s , not absolutely
proved that thc Simeon of St. Luke owes his existence to the Asita of the Bud-
dhist legend". This subject is discussed at length by Edmunds in his Bud-
dhist and Christian Gospels, by Windisch in Buddha's Gcbur), and by
J. Kennedy in J.R.A.S., 1917, pp. 209 ff., 469 ft. Whatever similarities there
are in these two stories, Dr. Thomas has pointed out clearly the differences
between them (ibid.).

As noted earlier, it is quite probable that this story was incorporated in
the traditional accounts of the life of the Buddha in pre-Christian times. Thus,
any suggestion of a borrowing on the part of Christianity, or of a common
origin prior to the birth of Christianity might cast serious aspersions on the
originality and uniqueness of the legendary sections of the Gospel which many
writers have endeavoured to maintain. If there has been any borrowing at
all both the Indo-Aryans in Madhyadesa and the Jews in ancient Israel may
have probably drawn from a common source. However, the greater probability
is that both stories may have originated independently of each other, and that
they are merely parallel developments in the course of growth in the two
respective religions.

The Nalaka -discourse:
The sutta itself dealing with " moncyva ", as observed earlier, preceded

the composition of the <Jatthu-giilhii. The contents of the discourse with the
emphasis on the conduct of a ninni which points to a society of forest-dwelling
ascetics, are indicative of its early origin. It prescribes the rules and modes
of conduct for the monk, and therefore belongs to that category of suttas in
Sn. designated as the " Inltni-class ". There is a' higher ethical basis under-
lying the sutt a ; and this is much more pronounced than even in the Muni and
'Sammaparibbajaniya Suttas. It has the same tone as the Khaggavisana
Sutta and agrees with its ethical values which have a special reference to the
bhikkfm.

No detailed observations need be made on the language, style and' metre
of the sutt a. A few casual remarks, however, have to be made on the ideology.
On its own merits, the sutta recommends itself as an early poem, for all internal
evidence clearly indicates it. The language is old and preserves several archaic
forms, many of which are poetic. Unlike the uatth u-giithii it contains no
latc forms. The ideas in the sutta share much in common with contemporary
Indian thought, Neumann (Reden, p. 504 fL) has made a comprehensive

16. Pischel, Leben und Lehre des Buddha, p. 23 ft.
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study of this giving many parallels. The stanzas Sn. 702, 703, 705, 711, 712,
713, 714, 720-722 are outstanding examples of ideas common to all literature
of the period, though the thought throughout the sutta is more characteristic
of an ascetic sect. However, it distinctive Buddhistic strain runs through the
whole poem. Yogic practices are mentioned in Sn. 716, and in the above
mentioned stanzas are to be seen echoes of the Brahmanas and the Upanisads.

Although there are several accounts of Buddha's nativity in Pali and BSk.
literature, the only version which bears a close resemblance to the Nalaka-
discourse in Sn. is to be found at Mvastu. III, 3S6 ft. Practically the whole
discourse occurs in similar words with a few changes, which however, do not
show much divergence from the Pali, The order of the 24 stanzas in Mvastu.
is different from that of the 25 stanzas in Sn, There is nothing in the BSk.
version corresponding to Sn. 7IS ; and the stanzas parallel to Sn. 709 and 714
bear only a vague resemblance to them. Sn. 706 is slightly expanded in BSk.
while Sn. 70Sab, 707ab and 70Scd, 709cd respectively form two stanzas, and
Sn. 7I9a has no parallel at all. The other noteworthy changes are :-·Sn.
702d/ / k~anto ciinumaio bliaoa, Sn. 711 a iigamma / / asiidya, Sn. 711d payuta'Y(L
/ / preps1tia1'!/', Sn. 70Sb abhihiiraye / / abhiraksaye, Sn. 7ISa visata / / sarita;
Sn. 716a / / euam. mauneyaoi l!pc/?yasi and Sn. 714ab / / na para'Y(L dvig1l'f,/,ayati
na' pi caiva g1!'lJiiyali.

The close resemblance these two versions bear to each other suggests that
they are but two recensions of the same discourse. It may be probable that
the Pali version is older than the BSk., but it cannot be supposed that the latter
is based on the former. The only justifiable conclusion is that they had a
common origin. Besides this there are several Moneyya Suttas in the Pali Canon.
Anguttara Nikaya I, 273 contains a short sutt a dealing with the three moneyyas,
kaya, vaci and mano , entitled Moneyya Sutta. The abstention from the three
akusalas arising from these three sources is termed moneyya and the sutta is
concluded with the stanza,
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kiiyamuni'Y{l> uiiciimwni-m, celomuni-m. aniiSa1'a1?t

muni'f.n moncyyasam.panna-m alm sabbap-pahiiyinao».

It ivutt aka III, iii, 8 (It. 56) contains a more concise version of the same sutta.
It mentions the three moucyyas and concludes with the same stanza as at
A. I, 273, but with the last piida altered into alit! niI}Jziitapiipaka'Y{l>. The ten
abstentions are not enumerated here. Sailgiti Sutta (D. III, 220) merely
mentions the three mo-ney)'as together with other groups of threes.

Although the Nillaka Sutta neither specifies the three moneyyas under
kiiya, vaGi and mana, nor enumerates them as the ten abstentions all that and
much more is implied in it. The discourse covers a wider range than the
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limited scope of the sutta at A. I, 27.). In addition to the abstentions (Sn. 704-
706) there are positive injunctions on the mode of conduct of a monk. The
absence of a well defined classification, and the emphasis which still lay on the
life of them.lmi, the forest-living recluse, are also indicative of the Nalaka-
discourse' being anterior to the suttas mentioned. above.

It has already been observed that Asoka's Moneya-siite was the Nul aka
Sutta (V.c.R. VI, 2). Mrs. Rhys Davids (Jfctnl!al, pp. 3I2-3I4) identifies the
fifth d//alJlliulpai(viiya with It. I J I, iii, 8 (It. 3(ij is evidently a misprint for
1t. No. (7), and Winternit z (op. cit. J, ()OJ) accepts it. The alternative name
of this sutta was Moneyya Sutt a (YLvastu. M all1lcya) and it is most improbable
that Asoka would have meant either It. 56 or A. I, 273 by his Moneya-sirte,
for there is nothing remarkable about these two pieces whereas Nalaka Sutta
has every claim to it. The thought and sentiments in it are so lofty that it
had to be included in the list with its companion poem Muni Sutta. Besides
this, the musical Sloka metre may have also been responsible for its popularity,
for as stated earlier (ibid.) a sutta in verse would naturally have been
preferred to a passage in prose. Hence Mookerji's suggestion (Asoka, p. IlRn)
that by Moneya-siite was meant the _T:ilaka Sntta should be accepted.v

N. A. JAYAWICKRAMA

17. The suggestion that Asoka's "Moneya-sute" meant the Thera and Thert
Gathii~ (Max WaJleser) is untenable.
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